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Abstract—An
"Unsolicited
Commercial
Communication"
(UCC)
means
a
commercial
communication which a Subscriber opts not to receive.
For a long time, Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India (TRAI) has been a centralized regulating body
for any Commercial Communication and now has a
requirement for a DLT based blockchain solution to
overcome problems of Subscriber Data leak, Spam
Messages, Huge penalization, Law violations etc.
A DLT though helps in creating a decentralized
distributed system of trust, it doesn’t focus on privacy
concerns of the emerging world. The Gartner Survey
claims - "By 2021, 75 percent of public blockchains
will suffer "privacy poisoning" - inserted personal data
that renders the blockchain noncompliant with privacy
laws". [1] and Justice Srikrishna committee report on
data protection claims that "Protection of personal
data holds the key to empowerment, progress, and
innovation." [2].
Keeping the above claims in consideration, in this
paper we are presenting a DLT solution to regulate
the current eco-system of Commercial Communication
which respects Consumer Consent along with a Zero
Knowledge Proof based blockchain solution addressing
the Consumer Privacy concerns. This Paper also
describes an approach to efficiently store the Consumer
Preferences and Consent at their respective registered
Access Providers by implementing the concept of
Sparse Merkle Trees as a Data Structure, to store the
said preferences and consent(>10million Consumer
Data). The solution focuses on ensuring privacy
(Subscriber Preference and Consent) across the
Telecom Service Providers.
Additionally, we have an AI Modules like SimHash,
which is used to identify an Unregistered TeleMarketer (Spam Messages) and a Reputation AI model,
to implement an incentivization scheme which in turn
ensures discipline in Communication. And as a future
enhancement AI can be employed towards learningbased automatic detection of Consumer Preference.
Index Terms—ZKP, Merkle tree, DLT, Blockchain

I. Introduction
For a Subscriber, Unsolicited calls and SMS are a serious
problem. TRAI (Telecom Regulatory of India), a centralized regulatory body has come up with initiatives to try
and protect subscribers from these telemarketing calls and
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messages and has set up a regulatory framework for subscribers for not getting calls and SMS from telemarketers
if one doesn’t prefer for it.
A telemarketer registers with TRAI and enters a signed
agreement with the Service Providers to access their
resources to send messages to the Subscribers. These
are the RTM’s (Registered TeleMarketers) which can be
traced by the TRAI. But there might be unregistered
telemarketers which cannot be traced by the TRAI and the
messages from these UTM’s (Unregistered Telemarketers)
are blocked to a Subscriber only when he/she raises a
complaint against it and in most cases, these UTM’s
becomes the main source of spam messages.
The current system of registry and preferences is a
case of the regulator being involved in a day to day job
and currently does not have traceability, enforceability
for violations etc. The newer system would envisage the
regulator only enforcing regulations.
To overcome the above problems, TRAI has requested
for a new regulation to curb spam calls and messages
and this includes the use of blockchain technology to
ensure regulatory checks to control the flow of commercial
communication.
A. Blockchain/ Distributed Ledger Technology as a solution
DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) is considered as
a solution for the present problem because:
• It establishes trust without a single authorized, centralized entity.
• It records the data and actions in an immutable, nonrepudiable manner.
• The preference registered by a subscriber at his/her
access provider can be made safe and secure during
exchange and processing.
B. Need for Privacy
In the current ecosystem, the user preferences stored
in Do Not Disturb (DND) register are exposed to all the
registered entities (RTMs), leading to a possibility that
user’s data can be compromised with third parties. With
the advent of Artificial Intelligence and Data Analytics,
there has been a rise in data privacy issues. The data

analytics run over the history of user preferences can
reveal sensitive information like health records based on
the health care categories he subscribed to or tracking the
user location based on the travel packages he is subscribing
for and so on. These issues call for the necessity to keep the
user preferences private. In our proposal, the user’s access
provider is entrusted with the storage and maintenance of
user’s preferences with the registered TSP’s and is kept
private by incorporating Zero Knowledge proof (ZKP) in
DLT.
According to the new regulation, all the telecom service
providers will now adopt DLT as a regulatory technology
to develop a UCC ecosystem and solutions around it. Each
TSP will own, operate and maintain its own blockchain
network or can operate in a network built in collaboration
with other service providers.
Unlike the present, the subscriber has more control
over the type of messages they receive. In the proposed
regulations, the service providers will have the provision
for a Subscriber to register his preference for commercial
messages and a ledger to record the consent of the subscriber.
In this paper, we have devised a zero-knowledge (for
data privacy) oriented, AI (Artificial Intelligence) and a
DLT based regulation for UCC. Regulating Unsolicited
Commercial Communication/Spam Messages and calls
originating from registered telemarketer’s as well as Unregistered Telemarketers and maintaining the subscriber/user
preference and consent private for the said message is the
main aim of our proposed solution.
II. Current Ecosystem
A. Consumer Preference Registration Portal
Currently, TRAI acts as a centralized authority to
regulate commercial communication though it doesn’t intervene in the process directly. It maintains a registration portal for the telemarketers where it enters into a
signed agreement with the access providers who provide
its resources. All registered telemarketers are obliged to
follow the set regulations by TRAI. As per ’Telecom Commercial Communication Customer Preference Regulation,
2010’, to respect the consumer preferences it provides the
subscribers to register with their access providers for two
options i.e fully blocked category and partially blocked
category. The consumer preferences are maintained by the
National Do Not Call Registry (NDNC) [3]. This portal
also facilitates the registered telemarketers to download
the preference of users and send the transactional or
promotional messages or calls as per preferences.
The consumers register their preferences through one of
the facilities provided by the access providers which can
be through voice call to 1909, through SMS in a specified
format to 1909 or through IVRS by dialing on 1909 as
shown in Fig 1. The users are then provided with unique
registration number and their request takes seven days
from the date of request to come into effect. If the user

gets spammed even after registration he can complain with
his TSP using Customer Complaint Registration Facility
(CCRF) mentioning the source which is generally header
for registered telemarketer or number for the unregistered
telemarketer. For detecting unregistered telemarketers, the
signature solution is used currently which matches the
resemblance pattern of the messages with the registered
telemarketers.
B. Limitations of the Current system
•

•

•
•

•

Present Regulatory does not stop the Subscriber preference registered with TRAI from being leaked to a
registered or an unregistered telemarketer.
Even though customers opted out of the calls or
messages, RTM have succeeded to get the consent of
the users by other means surreptitiously.
There is no robust mechanism to keep the Subscriber
preference/Consent private.
For a complaint raised against an RTM (registered
telemarketer) by a subscriber, both the RTM and the
Access provider they are registered with are subjected
to financial penalization.
Present regulation does not have the necessary ways
and means to protect the data that are made available
to the registered telemarketers. Protecting this data
may limit the exploitation by UTMs to a certain
extent.
III. Proposed Solution

Blockchain / DLT is a fundamental technology and
would make a huge difference in the TSP network and
would enable newer business models. The TRAI regulation
is a great first step to kick-start the adoption of DLT in the
TSP ecosystem and also curb the menace of Unsolicited
Commercial Communication.
Few points to be noted in our proposed solution:
• User Preference data should not be public. And have
used techniques like Merkle Proofs and Zero Knowledge Proofs to achieve it.
• Mechanisms other than crowdsourced data (e.g.)
TrueCaller to be used to classify data. The existing
140 numbering series for Telemarketers should be
augmented with the protocols like STIR / SHAKEN,
CDR analytics, DLT based reputation systems.
• Subscriber onboarding to use a KYC style checking
and the DLT based reputation systems.
• Dealing effectively with messaging from RTM’s would
also need an effective way to deal with messaging from
UTM’s using AI/matching techniques.
• The Scrubber entity (entities ) would be responsible for delivering messages from the RTM and also
maintain a record in the blockchain. The tools for
auditing these blockchains would also be provided by
the Scrubber services.
• The existing TSP’s should also store specific preference data rather than just categories to allow for

Fig. 1. Present Ecosystem

implicit consent. This requires huge amounts of data
and requires efficient storage of data (e.g.) encoding/columnar storage etc for querying.
The solution proposed is in agreement with the TRAI’s
requirement but have few following differences from the
UCC draft put up by TRAI [4].
1) Preferences of Users are private and is known only
to the TSP a user is registered with.
2) Scrubber functionality.
• Filter RTM messages ( for self ) and deliver RTM
messages to peer scrubbers.
• Deliver report of a number of blocked messages
/ delivered messages.
• User preference API’s can be embedded in RTM
applications allowing users to modify and validate preference changes.
• Scrubber API can request delivery responses for
a set of random numbers.
3) Change in incentive model.
RTM’s are incentivized for not flooding the network.
And the cost of RTM’s flooding the network prohibitively increased.
4) DLT store.
For each RTM message store the Merkle Path,
Merkle Proof and Delivery Receipt ( for random
numbers ). And a separate ZKP node providing
proof for the blocks in the DLT.

5) Complaint system.
An AI based system automatically classifies UTM
messages as spam and logs complaints based on rules
and reputation system.
The paper focuses on solution proposal of many requirements. Refer Table I.
A. Our Solution goals
Our goal is to maintain subscriber preference private
i.e A preference registered by a Subscriber should not
be discovered by any other Access Providers or RTM’s.
And given the above constraints, we should be able to
prove that any access provider, will respect his subscriber’s
preference and delivers messages as per the preference.
B. Our Solution Approach
We have a DLT based solution approach involving
all the Access Providers and have used the concepts of
Merkle trees and Zero Knowledge Proof for the auditing
of message delivery by TRAI and other access providers.
A separate ZKP (Zero Knowledge Proof) node is used
to provide proof for the blocks(subscriber preference) in
the DLT and to use AI Modules to identify and block the
messages from UTM’s
C. Architecture
The DLT network comprises of nodes of various entities like Originating access provider (OAP), Terminating Access Provider (TAP), TRAI as shown in Fig 2.

TABLE I
Requirement and Solution Devised
Requirement
RTM Text Messages not respecting preferences

Solution
AI based solution in Scrubber
•

RTM Text Messages misusing
headers
•

UTM Text Messages

Auditing messages by TRAI /
other TSP’s
Implicit Consent for Subscriber
Preferences

Privacy of User choices

AI based solution for detecting appropriate classification in Scrubber
Reputation
of
RTM
and
incentivization
mechanisms.

AI based solution for detecting
similarity in SMSC(Small Message Service Center Any modification in Header/Template of
the message, from an RTM,
will be an entry in the Smart
Contract)
•
•

Merkle Proofs.
Zero Knowledge Proofs.

•
•

AI/rule based systems.
Storage of individual
preferences.

•
•

Merkle Proof storage
API in Scrubber

User registers his preferences with its respective access
providers using the API for it. Access providers call for
preference storage preference service which generates the
Merkle tree for preferences which is an efficient way of
storage and then makes an entry of the root in the
Blockchain. Storing Merkle Root is an efficient way to
verify any update and acknowledgment of the registered
preference of subscribers. RTM gets the consent of the
users by the exposed API and generates the subscriber
list for its clients. Every message originating from RTM
passes through scrubber of its respective access provider
i.e. OAP and thereafter it is routed through the other
TAPs by SMSCs. The scrubber is the node of access
providers which is responsible for filtering out the messages
from the RTMs as per user preferences. On the contrary,
since UTMs are not part of service agreement, it is treated
as a normal message and goes to Mobile switching centers.
To detect the UCC from UTMs we have AI module like
SimHash integrated with SMSCs to estimate the set of
the resemblance of spam messages. The complete flow for
our solution will be discussed in the workflow section. Our
proposed solution employs the concepts of Sparse Merkle
tree, ZKP, AI which we will be discussing in detail in
further sections.
The solution regulates the current eco-system of commercial communication which respects subscriber preference with an approach to efficiently store the subscriber
preference at their respective registered access providers.

The solution employs the concept of ’Sparse Merkle
Tree’ as a data structure to store subscriber preference(>10M subscriber data)and delivery receipts of the
messages. The Merkle root of the tree will be made as an
entry in the DLT. The solution uses Merkle trees for 2
purposes:
• Preference Merkle Tree - for subscriber preference
store.
• Proof Tree - for storing delivery proofs of messages.
D. Sparse Merkle Trees
A sparse Merkle tree is a data structure similar to a
standard Merkle tree, except that the data contained in
it will be indexed and each data point is placed at the
leaf that corresponds to the datapoint’s index. Similar to
standard Merkle tree, sparse Merkle tree uses Merkle proof
to prove that a data is part of the tree. Sparse Merkle tree
proves the non-inclusion of an element in the tree and the
best part about them is that unlike the standard Merkle
tree, they represent the key-value store inside the Merkle
tree [5].
We use Merkle trees as an effective store for User
preference because,
1. Merkle tree is a tree of hashes which allows the audit
of data much faster.
2. Merkle tree traversal requires only logarithmic space
and time.
3. Merkle trees are storage and computation efficient.
In the solution, the Merkle tree will have intermediate
nodes of a 4 digit prefix (the 4 digits of the phone
number which corresponds to the access provider) and the
lowest nodes(leaves) will have a store of 1000 subscriber
preferences. These subscriber preferences will be stored
as a TLV (Type length value) array. This is because the
preference will be sparse Fig 3. Whenever a subscriber
registers his preference for a message at his/her access
provider, based on the access provider (4 digit prefix) it
will be stored in the respective leaf of the Merkle tree.
An access provider, does not store the subscriber preference directly into a Merkle tree instantly but instead after
every certain period of time, say "X" hours, a new root for
the Merkle tree is calculated and this updated tree root
will be put on DLT and this mirrors the latest changes in
the subscriber preference. This way a subscriber’s preference will be reflected across all the access providers only
after the said "X" hours.
Also, every access providers maintain a private
database, which will have a store of the subscriber preference (same as one store as TLV in Merkle tree).
E. Zero Knowledge Proof
Zero-knowledge proof or protocol is a method which
allows "prover" to assure a "verifier" that they have knowledge of a secret or statement without revealing the secret
itself. A zero-knowledge proof satisfies the properties of
completeness, soundness(a prover can’t prove to a verifier

Fig. 2. Architecture flow of the Solution

Fig. 3. Merkle tree store

of a false claim) and zero knowledge(For proof provided,
the verifier has no knowledge other than the prof).

proving the validity of the message delivery as per user
preference without revealing the said preferences.

zk-SNARKS(Succinct Noninteractive Argument of
Knowledge) is a variant of zero-knowledge proofs where
there is no interaction necessary between prover and
verifier.

F. AI Module

Keeping user preference private is one of the important aspects that we are focusing on in our solution.
A zero-knowledge proof can be implemented on top of
a blockchain to ensure privacy in the network. In our
solution, we are using ZK module to ensure the privacy
of user preferences at the time of auditing the delivery of
commercial messages. Proofs can be generated on demand
or for every message delivered for a set of random numbers
which can be then verified by the regulatory body or any
other TSP’s. Proof computation requires a trusted setup
which generates the proving key and verification key to be
used for non-interactive proof verification [6]. The proof
generation requires this proving key, a public input, and
private input which are user preferences in our case. The
public input is provided by the blockchain which is stored
as tuples and consist of a hash of preferences, Delivery
proof, Merkle paths. Zero-knowledge proofs help us in

Detecting UTM’s spam who are not bound by the
standard agreement was one of the major challenges.
Our solution address this challenge by integrating an AI
module at SMSC with the DLT solution. Every incoming
or outgoing message irrespective of its source (RTM or
UTM) is hashed and stored. The sender-receiver graph is
computed for each of the SMS clusters. Algorithms like
SimHash is used for quickly estimating the resemblance of
the two graphs i.e. from RTMs and UTMs. Based on the
similarity the message is listed as originated from UTM.
Additionally, we use Artificial Intelligence to solve the
problem of the use of transactional pipeline for sending
promotional messages by Registered telemarketers. It can
be a rule-based mechanism which can be extended to
match the patterns of promotional or transactional messages.
We also have the provision for providing reputation to
the RTMs. The reputation can be computed off-chain and
referred on blockchain [7]. In the context of the number of
messages sent as per the user preferences to the scrubber

Fig. 5. Scrubber Functions
Fig. 4. Delivery of RTM Messages

by RTMs and the statistics of the discarded messages
by the terminating access providers, reputation may be
awarded to the RTMs. In case of any unsolicited commercial communication or the misuse of the transactional
channel, their reputation may be degraded by contextual
anomaly detection mechanism over a period of time.
IV. Work Flow
A. RTM Registration
Every TSP, maintains a ledger called ’RTM REGISTRY’, which maintains a list of RTM’s registered with
it and exposes an endpoint for new RTM Registration.
On successful registration, a header will be assigned to
the newly registered RTM specific to a category and
this assignment is recorded in a HEADER REGISTRY
maintained at an OAP’s1 (Originating access provider)
end. The RTM with a valid HEADER assigned registers
its message template with the TEMPLATE REGISTRY
maintained at the OAP, which records the active template
registered by the RTM. This is useful in the filtering of
unwanted/unregistered message format form RTM, from
reaching the Subscriber.
When an RTM wants to send the message to its Subscriber, it sends the intended message with Subscriber list
to its OAP which then filters out the list and routes the
message to its respective TAP’s 2 3 (Terminating Access
provider) through its SMSC. SMSC stores the hash of
every message sent from it because it helps in identification
of UTM message of a similar sort.
B. Delivery of RTM Messages
Refer Fig 4 to get the graphical sequence of the flow:
User registers his preferences with his registered TSP
which will be stored in a private Database maintained
1 OAP

is the Access provider an RTM is registered with, and is
responsible for the RTM message delivery.
2 TAP is the access provider, a Subscriber is registered with and it
is the one which holds the subscriber preference and is responsible
for filtering the message for its subscriber based on their preference.
3 In cases, for a message, both its OAP and TAP might be the
same.

by Customer Preference Service of the Access Provider.
The RTM which wants to send out a Commercial Message
sends a list of Subscriber along with the intended message
to the Scrubber of its registered OAP.
Every Access Provider will have a Scrubber which is
responsible for filtering out the messages as per user
preferences at its end. Every Scrubber .Fig 5 has multiple
services embedded into them such as
• Customer Preference Service: to register Subscriber
Preference and store it in a private Database.
• Merkle Tree Service: to construct a Preference tree
and Proof tree.
• Blockchain Service: node to connect to a Blockchain.
• SMSC Adapter Service: to route the message with the
Subscriber list to SMSC which delivers the message
to the respective Subscriber in the list.
• QED-it Service: QED-it node used to build a zeroknowledge proof for delivery as per preference for a
random number "N".
Scrubber of an OAP, on receiving a message along with
the Subscriber List from the RTM, identifies the TAP’s
of the numbers in the Subscriber List and routes the
message to the Scrubbers of those TAP’s. While routing
the message to the Scrubber of a TAP, an array of random
number will also be sent along with the Subscriber List
and message, for delivery verification of message.
And the Blockchain will contain 1 entry per RTM Message
sent. The format of the entry will be:
hash ( preferences (0 - n-1) ), hash (preference (n) ),
delivery proof (n),hash( preferences (n+1 - m-1) ),
hash ( preference (m) ), delivery proof (m),hash(
preference (m+1,999)), Merkle Path
From a Scrubber after filtering, the message is routed to
an SMSC along with a Subscriber List who has preferred
for the said message which then delivers the message to the
Subscriber. There will be an entry of preferences, delivery
proof, Merkle path for each of the RTM message in the
DLT. And the delivery receipts for a message will not be
instantly generated, but after every "X" hours, the delivery

D. Detection of UTM Messages
An AI Module employed at SMSC’s of the service
providers is used to detect UTM source. Every message
from the RTM’s which are routed through SMSC (both at
TAP and OAP end) are hashed and stored. And when an
SMSC receives a message from an unregistered source, it
hashes the message from the source and verifies it against
the stored hash of the RTM messages.
If the hash of the message is similar to the stored
hash of RTM message, it is classified as a UTM message
and is made as an entry in the Complaint registry and
further blocks the message from reaching the subscriber.
The concept of a hash algorithm like SimHash is used to
estimate the similarity in the hashes of the messages.
Fig. 6. ZKP construction for Auditing of messages

receipts will be collected from the SMSC and a Proof tree
will be generated and the Merkle root of the proof tree
will be put on the DLT.
C. Auditing of Message Delivery
Refer Fig 6
To preserve user preference as a private entity, we have
used the concept of "Zero-Knowledge Proofs" which helps
us in proving the validity of message delivery for user
preference or in common, the validity of user preference
registered at his/her TAP, without having to reveal the
said preference.
The TAP, which stores the User Preference is the Prover
who has to prove to a Verifier, who might be another
Scrubber of a TSP or even an auditing entity like TRAI,
the validity of the User Preference and User Consent
without revealing the subscriber preference stored at its
end.
A regulator/verifier takes the entry of a message from
the blockchain and requests for proof of delivery as per
Subscriber preference. A prover must be able to construct
a zero-knowledge proof, by taking the public inputs from
the blockchain which are nothing but entries of deliveries
and preferences which are private to the prover (private
input).
In a Scrubber of a TAP, after receiving the Delivery Receipt of a number "N", it refers to the preference root and
preference path stored in the DLT for the number "N". By
knowing the root and the path for a number, the Scrubber
has the knowledge of the preference of a Subscriber with
a number "N". Based on the Subscriber preference and
Delivery Receipt of a number, zero-knowledge proof for of
Delivery of the message is constructed and provided to the
verifier who requested for the proof.
The verifier then checks if the proof is valid. And if the
proof is not valid, it calls the reputation service which
then reduces the reputation score of the TAP and if the
reputation score is below a threshold, will be penalized.

E. Complaint Model
The complaint model allows the user to raise a complaint against any particular RTM/UTM which will be
blocked at its TAP’s end respecting customer’s preferences.
When an RTM /UTM sends a message, every message
irrespective of RTM or UTM incoming and outgoing from
SMSC will be hashed and stored. AI module analyses these
messages with the RTM message graph and detects UTM
based on resemblance.
If the user complaint is against an RTM source, the preference of the user is checked and if the message is against
the subscriber preference, the Process/Reputation module
employed will regulate the RTMs. And their reputation
will decrease accordingly based on defined rules. And if the
reputation score of the RTM is below a fixed threshold, it
notifies the RTM of the violation and blocks any future
message of RTM to the Subscriber. If a UTM is detected,
it will be made as a complaint entry against the sender
in the Complaint Registry and further blocks the message
from reaching the Subscriber.
V. Challenges
The major challenges we encountered in deploying our
solution at such a large scale are:
• Initially while deploying the DLT, there can be cases
where every access providers may not be part of
DLT and thereby not all the RTMs will be part of
RTM registry. In that case, we are proposed to treat
RTM as UTM and apply the rule to regulate it and
incentivizing it for any UCC.
• Registration of closed RTMs is feasible. Handling law
violators RTM who spams and are closed and then reregisters with other access providers. To address this
we have our reputation model such that they send a
message only if they have a reputation and the reputation can only be gained if people endorse/accept
it.
• In sparse Merkle tree user preference data will be
indexed. When the user ports his number, its operator

prefix will still be the same but it should not be accessed by the previous operator. Operators will need
an access key to decrypt the private user preferences
for a proof generation even though its index in its
operator prefix level.
VI. Conclusion
The DLT based solution proposed, regulates the Unsolicited Commercial Communication/Spam Message and
calls originating from Registered Telemarketer’s as well
as Unregistered Telemarketers by employing concepts of
Merkle trees for efficient storage of preferences, zeroknowledge proof to ensure privacy, AI and hash algorithms
to solve the problems of subscriber preference data store,
privacy, unregistered source detection, anomaly detection
etc. This solution is expected to solve the issues in the
present system like de-registration of subscriber preference
after mobile number portability, leaking of user preferences
etc.
The system designed is decentralized and distributed
without a single point of trust, and aims at preserving
subscriber privacy.
VII. Unsolved Problems
•

•

•

•

The RTM’s currently spam customers and can easily
set up another RTM in the same Access provider or
another access provider. We should provide a mechanism to ensure that is costly to switch. We could
provide for RTM’s to begin operation only if they get
a certain amount of reputation and this could prevent
spam.
The reputation system as currently envisioned is
threshold-based and hence is vulnerable to established
players violating the system. We need to factor in
a reputation system that has the recency factor involved and also the frequency of violations.
Trusting Access providers with the preferences of the
users stored at its end is still an issue and we need to
find out the ways of to store the preferences without
trusting access providers in a trustless system.
One of the requirements is to ensure that the access
provider does not get any undue advantage (over
other access providers) to harvest the data available
with it.
VIII. Future Work

As part of future work we are suggesting to use AI for
detecting the user preferences implicitly. We are proposing
a rule-based approach for this.
And to incorporate Mobile Number Portability in the
same ecosystem as UCC by designing a Receiver originated
(RO) model with zero knowledge proof ensuring that
the subscriber has all his dues cleared with the previous
operator(Donor Operator) and validating the reasons in
case of any delays.
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